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The 42-year-old designer investigates her “holistic
sense of self” when working on new pieces and
wants her clothing to be relevant in today’s socie-

ty.  She explained to The Observer newspaper’s The
Fashion magazine: “Fashion is psychology, so there’s a
whole holistic sense of self that I’m thinking about
when I’m designing. And of course, I want clothes to be
modern and cool and relevant.” Although she’s keen to
stay “modern” Stella recog-
nizes the importance of
designing pieces which are
timeless and can be passed
on through generations.

She added: “At the same
time, they have got to be
perfectly constructed in the
most beautiful fabric,
because I want them to last
not just your lifetime but
your daughter’s lifetime and
her daughter’s lifetime. “And
that’s just scratching the sur-
face, because inside of that I
am trying to source those beautiful fabrics in a respon-
sible way. I’m trying to show that it is possible to have a
business in luxury fashion that is led by a woman.”

The British style icon doesn’t want her customers
to consider the complex process behind designing,
but wants them to enjoy how the items look and feel.
She said: “I don’t want anyone to feel any of that. I
want the woman who comes into my store to feel at
ease, to see a dress and try it on and love how it
makes her feel. At that moment, what I want to do is
uplift that woman.” — Bang Showbiz

Stella McCartney says 
fashion is ‘psychology’

Jovovich’s tropical 
Marella collection

Milla Jovovich says her tropical-inspired capsule
collection for Marella is perfect for summer. The
model-turned-actress has teamed up with the

brand for her fourth Marella Milla collaboration of hand-
bags and clothing, and believes the bright hues offer a
sense of exotic escapism for city girls. She told French
Grazia magazine: “The materials, the drawings, the quality
of the details, everything is purer. That corresponds to my
current vision of fashion. For this Spring/Summer, colours
are the quintessence of style.  “They’re shiny, tropical, like
blue and yellow. The collection is sophisticated, stylish and
fun. A touch of holidays, tropics and at the same time very
urban and cool.

“We chose colours [for the bags] representing the sea,
the sun and hibiscus. It reminds me of Hawaii. It’s a way of
escaping from our grey cities.” The ‘Fifth Element’ star is
especially proud of the new Milla bag, which she thinks is
the perfect accessory because it is simple yet stylish.   Milla
added: “It’s magnificent, very simple, white in a python-
printed leather with metallic details and a special catch we
designed together.  “You can wear it with everything
because it’s monochrome. So you can go bold with the
shoes or the dress.” — Bang Showbiz

Lagerfeld to design 
Chinese hotel 

Karl Lagerfeld is going to design a hotel. The
Chanel mogul is adding to his extensive list of
talents - which already include drawing and hel-

icopter design - by turning his hand to architecture
and creating a 270-room hotel in Macau, China. The
fashion designer claims his new project came from his
desire to create a new space, but he realized he
already had too many houses. Lagerfeld told WWD: “I
have more houses than I need and I don’t want to do
any anymore. So I can - how could I say? - get rid of my
frustration by doing hotels. Ugh, same. I hate it when I
realize I have more houses than necessary.”

The French fashion house’s creative director hint-
ed the hotel would be every inch as sophisticated
and luxurious as the goods Chanel is renowned for.
The designer added: “You know, Gabrielle Chanel
always said, ‘I only make dresses I would wear.’ And I
make only rooms where I would like to sleep. It’s as
simple as that.” Lagerfeld previously experimented
with hotel design on a smaller scale by putting his
twist on suites at Paris’ exclusive Hotel de Crillon. The
style maven is  also launching a f lagship Karl
Lagerfeld store in London next week and has created
a British-themed capsule collection to coincide with
the opening. — Bang Showbiz

Spring 2014 season has shuffled off the
runways, giving us plenty of new things
to look forward to. It’s not only fun to be

first, but the surest way to invest wisely in key
fashion pieces of the season so ICONIC pres-
ents its spring’14 collection. This season
women wear at ICONIC will showcase trends
like Sports Luxe. A dominant trend on the
international runways and in the pages of
every magazine, Sport Luxe is all about mini-
mal silhouettes and simple patterns. The
trend takes its cues from the clothes associat-
ed solely with athletes but translated in a way
that is androgynous at times and futuristic
and minimal at other moments. Following a
monochrome palette of black and white
along with thunderstorm grey and metallic,
the collection features oversized textured
jackets and dresses, tailored and structured
pieces like boxy jackets and cocoon dresses
along with conventional sporty items like flu-
id jogger pants, oversized tees and dress.

Adding a bit of 70s will infuse a bit of
underlying confidence to your spring
wardrobe.  The Demure 70’s trend is all about
carrying the more demure looks with an air of
sexuality and a sort of defiant independence.
Inspired by some of our favorite style icons
think Jerry Hall, Bianca Jagger and Lauren
Hutton this trend uses a color palette of ivory,
dusty nude and earthy tones of beige and
brown. The line includes fluid maxi dresses in

sensual snake prints, wide leg pants, soft tai-
lored jackets, cigarette pants and tunic tops
all using glamorous soft tailoring for the
added effect. Romance is in the air with
spring being all about having fun with fash-
ion.  With feminine looks ruling the runways,
the Popular Romance collection comes in soft
pastel colours and vibrant hues, all of which

are some variation of the floral theme.
Following an evolution of the 50s retro
fuelled looks the trick is to look grounded
rather than overtly girlie and flirty. White,
cobalt blue, zest, saffron yellow and krishna
orange are the key colours while ruffles and
pretty detailing are part of the new mood for
feminine romance.  The collection includes
ruffled tops, carrot pants and fit & flare dress.

The ICONIC spring collection for men

focuses on two key trends for the season that
are ‘Tropical Prep’ & ‘Retro Luxe’. With high-
street getting a taste of floral prints for this
spring, ICONIC lets you escape to a fantastical
world of romantic floral where you can find
your own personal paradise. Exploring
shades of muted navy blues and beiges, olive
teamed with a color palette of whites, ivory,
light blue to pop colors to add freshness, the
Dark Florals collection is best worn semi casu-
al for a preppy Resort look. With relaxed
shapes like polo tees, floral shirts and shorts,
blazers and belts left hanging the entire vibe
symbolizes ready to go on holiday. Dark para-
dise prints and animal and bird motifs are key
to this collection. 

With smart and clever tailoring becoming
a staple in the men’s wardrobe, ICONIC trans-
lates this trend with a trip down memory
lane. The collection is a revival of the 70’s aes-
thetics with a nautical look. A colour palette
of red and navy with a hint of sand and
antique white the collection features polo t-
shirts, button down shirts, relaxed blazers
and tailored shorts. Nautical stripes, vintage
retro graphics and neo geos a trend fast ris-
ing up the fashion charts where neon is
mixed with geometric are the key elements
to focus on when shopping for Retro Luxe.
Head over to ICONIC and shop our latest
spring summer collection available at The
Avenues, The Mall, level 1. 

ICONIC spring summer 2014 collection
brings you a palette of fresh colors

Jimmy Choo
‘cannot stop’ 

designing shoes

Jimmy Choo will never stop designing shoes.  The
61-year-old designer - who sold his 50 percent
stake in his eponymous brand in 2001 - says

designing shoes is still the main focus of his life and he
doesn’t plan to stop any time soon. He said: “I’m still
designing shoes and sketching. I can’t be without
designing shoes. I’m still training young people and
working with them closely.  “But I still design shoes. I
cannot stop. When I design a beautiful shoe I am satis-
fying myself. For many years I’ve been doing this and I
love it. I cannot stop designing. Nobody can tie my
hands and stop me.”

The man behind one of the most luxurious
footwear brands in the world also spoke out to say
that modern technology is stifling creativity, as he
often spent his spare time learning new skills when
growing up in Malaysia.  He told VOGUE magazine: “In
the old days, there was no iPhone, no television, no
computer. So when I finished school and homework
my mother and father would always say to me, ‘Son do
you want to learn something?’ “I always watched my
father, my mother and my uncle make shoes. In the old
days you were encouraged to watch, because when
you watch you learn.”

Moda Lisboa
Fashion Week

Dino Alves

Models present an
autumn/

winter 2014-2015 
collection creation by

Portuguese 
designer Filipe Faisca 

during the 42nd edition
of Moda Lisboa Fashion

Week at the Patio da Gale
on Terreiro do Paco

Square in 
Lisbon. —AFP photos


